A study is presented of H i line observations of the nearby spiral galaxy NGC 3521 observed with the VLA as part of The H i Nearby Galaxy Survey. Clearly evident in the H i data cube is the presence of an anomalous H i component that is both diffuse and slow-rotating. The data cube is dynamically decomposed into regular and anomalous H i components. A mass of M HI = 1.5 × 10 9 M is estimated for the anomalous H i -20 per cent of the total H i mass. Standard H i data products and rotation curves are produced for each dynamical component. In terms of circular rotation speed, the anomalous H i is found to lag the regular H i by ∼ 25 -125 km s −1 . Three-dimensional models are generated and used to determine the possible location of the anomalous H i. The results strongly suggest it to be distributed in a thick disc with a scale-height of a few kpc (∼ 3.5 kpc). It is concluded that the anomalous H i in NGC 3521 constitutes a slow-rotating halo gas component, consistent with similar findings for other nearby galaxies. A study of the radial distribution of the anomalous H i shows it to be spatially coincident with the inner regions of the stellar disc where the star formation rate is highest. It is most likely a galactic fountain that has deposited gas from the disc of the galaxy into the halo.
INTRODUCTION
The cycle of gas in galaxies is known to play an important role in their evolution. Over the years a general picture has developed of gas being contained not only within the discs of galaxies, but also in their halos. The mechanisms by which gas arrives in the halo have been the focus of many studies. Shapiro & Field (1976) first proposed the "galactic fountain" scenario in which gas is ejected by star formation from the disc of a galaxy in its halo. The gas expands and cools in the halo, subsequently raining back down onto the disc. Observations of nearby galaxies such as NGC 891 (Oosterloo et al. 2007 ) and NGC 6946 (Kamphuis & Sancisi 1993) show their extra-planar gas to be concentrated very close to the star-forming disc, suggesting it to indeed be driven by star formation.
Halo gas can also be of external origin. Simulations show the majority of baryons to enter the virial radius of a galactic halo in gaseous form along cosmic filaments (Putman et al. 2012 and references therein). Cold mode accretion is E-mail: elson.e.c@gmail.com (ECE) found to dominate in galaxies at high redshifts (z 2), as well as in present day low-mass (M halo 10 12 M ) galaxies. Several bodies of observational evidence exist for the prevalence of gas accretion. The high-velocity clouds seen in the Milky Way halo are now known to be infalling intergalactic gas (Wakker et al. 2007 (Wakker et al. , 2008 . Their low metallicities point directly to an external origin -either the intergalactic medium or accreted low-mass satellites. Deep observations of nearby galaxies reveal the presence of extended H i filaments with peculiar velocities. These extended gas structures are often characterised by rotation-speed gradients in the direction perpendicular to the disc of the galaxy (e.g. Oosterloo et al. 2007 ) as well as global inflow motion (e.g. Fraternali et al. 2001) . Observational estimates of the accretion rate vary from ∼ 0.1 -0.2 M yr −1 to values possibly ten times higher, as needed to replenish the gas depleted by star formation and references therein).
The halo gas in galaxies seen edge-on is oftentimes directly observable (e.g. NGC 891). However, for galaxies seen at more intermediate inclinations the presence of extraplanar gas needs to be inferred very carefully from the observed kinematics (e.g. Boomsma et al. 2008 -NGC 6946, arXiv:1312.2399v1 [astro-ph.GA] 9 Dec 2013 Fraternali et al. 2001 -NGC 2403 , Hess et al. 2009 -NGC 2997 . This work focuses on an H i dynamical study of one such galaxy, NGC 3521.
At a distance of 10.7 Mpc † (de ) NGC 3521 is a late-type galaxy that has been studied at various wavelengths by many investigators. The system has a star formation rate of 2.1 M yr −1 ) and an integrated Hα luminosity LHα = 10 32 J s −1 . Trachternach et al. (2008) estimate the dynamical centre of the galaxy to be α2000 = 11
h 05 m 48. s 6, δ2000 = −00
• 02 09 . This closely matches the position of the photometric centre, and is adopted as the centre position of the galaxy throughout this work. Regan et al. (2006) use IRAC imaging to estimate the stellar disc scale-length of NGC 3521 to be 1.7±0.2 kpc, and trace the stellar exponential disc out to about 8 -9 disc scale-lengths. The total stellar mass of the galaxy is estimated to be M * = 5 × 10 10 M . Table 1 summarises the main properties of NGC 3521.
NGC 3521 is a gas-rich system with a total neutral gas mass MHI = 8.02 × 10 9 M ‡ . It has been studied in H i line emission by several authors. Casertano & van Gorkom (1991) used VLA observations of the galaxy to derive a rotation curve characterised by a large decrease in rotation velocity ( 50 km s −1 ) between 1 and 3 optical radii. More recently, the system was re-observed with the VLA as part of The H i Nearby Galaxy Survey (THINGS, Walter et al. 2008 produce a rotation curve for the galaxy that does not drop significantly in the outer parts. A straight line fitted to the "flat" portion of their rotation curve (from the knee to the last measured point) drops from 234.7 km s −1 at R = 120 arcsec to 186.0 km s −1 at R = 600 arcsec. Based on the last measured point on the rotation curve, the dynamical mass of NGC 3521 is M dyn ∼ 3 × 10 11 M . For each of the Casertano & van Gorkom (1991) and de Blok et al. (2008) papers, position-velocity slices extracted along the H i major axis of the galaxy reveal clear evidence for asymmetric and/or double-component H i line profiles. The line profiles are skewed towards the systemic velocity of the galaxy and are manifested in the position-velocity slices as an "H i beard". Other galaxies have been observed to have H i beards, for example: NGC 2403 (Schaap et al. 2000; Fraternali et al. 2001) . The general explanation for such a pattern is the presence of H i gas located above the plane of the galaxy (in a thick disc or in the halo) and rotating more slowly than the disc (Swaters et al. 1997) .
This paper presents a dynamical study of the THINGS H i line observations of NGC 3521. The goal is to separate the beard emission from the disc emission and to quantify its dynamics as well as its distribution within the galaxy.
The outline of this paper is as follows. The H i data are presented and described in Section 2. Section 3 describes the method used to decompose the data into two subsets representing the regular and anomalous H i mass components within the galaxy. Various H i data products are presented in Section 4. Section 5 focuses on modelling the velocity † Calculated from NED assuming Hubble flow distance corrected for Virgo infall.
‡ For a distance of 10.7 Mpc.
fields of the regular and anomalous H i components in order to generate separate rotation curves. Full three-dimensional models of NGC 3521 are also presented in Section 5. A discussion of the origin of the anomalous H i appears in Section 6. A discussion of the results is given in Section 7. The summary and conclusions are presented in Section 8.
H i DATA
In this work the THINGS naturally-weighted (NA) H i data cube of NGC 3521 is utilised; downloaded from the THINGS public data repository § . The data were obtained by Walter et al. (2008) using the Very Large Array in its B, C, DnC and D configurations for a total of ∼ 21 hours. The NA cube has a spatial resolution of 14.14 arcsec × 11.15 arcsec and a channel width of 5.19 km s −1 . The reader is referred to Table 2 in Walter et al. (2008) for a full description of the observing setups.
The noise in a line-free channel of the data cube is Gaussian distributed. For this work, robust statistical methods were used to estimate a mean noise level of -2.1 µJy beam
and a standard deviation of 3.9 mJy beam −1 . For emission filling the synthesised beam, a flux density of 1.0 mJy beam −1 corresponds to an equivalent H i column density of ∼ 3.6 × 10 19 cm −2 , or an H i mass surface density of ∼ 0.3 M pc −2 at the adopted distance of 10.7 Mpc.
DYNAMICAL DECOMPOSITION
NGC 3521 consists of two dynamically distinct H i components. Figure 1a shows an integrated position-velocity slice extracted from a 37.5-arcsec-thick strip placed along the major axis of the galaxy. This position-velocity slice clearly highlights the bimodal nature of the H i line profiles. They generally consist of:
(i) A high-intensity, fast-rotating component. The line-ofsight velocities of this component rise sharply as V rad ∝ R for R 50 arcsec and then remain approximately constant for larger radii. This is the thin H i disc of the galaxy.
(ii) A diffuse (low-intensity) component which at any radius in the position-velocity slice is always located closer to the systemic velocity of the galaxy. This anomalous H i component is therefore slow-rotating -perhaps distributed outside of the thin H i disc.
The two components are either fully separated in velocity or merge together to form a combined line profile skewed towards the systemic velocity of the galaxy. The main aim of this work is to decompose the H i line profiles in order to produce:
(i) A cube containing the emission from the thin H i disc, henceforth referred to as the "regular" H i cube.
(ii) A cube containing the diffuse, slow-rotating H i emission, henceforth referred to as the "anomalous" H i cube.
The emission in each cube is studied and modelled separately in order to quantify its distribution and kinematics. Each line profile in the H i data cube was parameterised as a double Gaussian. In order to avoid the decomposition results being affected by low-signal-to-noise H i emission, only those fitted Gaussian components with more than 20 per cent of their integrated flux above the 2σ level of the noise in a line-free channel of the cube were considered (2σ = 7.8 mJy beam −1 ). This criterion is henceforth referred to as the "line-strength" criterion for fitted profiles. To illustrate the implementation of the line-strength criterion, Fig. 2 shows a double Gaussian fit to some data representing a typical line profile. The dashed horizontal line marks the 2σ noise level of the data. The blue-hatched region of each fitted Gaussian component represents 20 per cent of its total area, measured in the vertical direction from the peak of the profile towards zero. Because the rightmost component has its entire hatched region above the 2σ noise level, it satisfies the line-strength criterion and is placed into either the regular or anomalous H i cube. However, the component on the left does not satisfy the line-strength criterion due to some of its hatched region lying below the dashed line, and is therefore placed into neither cube. The fitted components of the H i line profiles were placed into the regular or anomalous H i cubes, or entirely rejected, in the following ways:
(i) A line profile with both of its fitted components satisfying the line-strength criterion had its lower-amplitude component placed into the anomalous H i cube if the peak of that component was located closest to the systemic velocity of the galaxy. The other fitted component was placed into the regular H i cube. Figures 3a, b show examples of such line profiles.
(ii) A line profile that has both of its fitted components satisfying the line-strength criterion, yet has its largeramplitude component lying closer to the systemic velocity than the lower-amplitude component, is inconsistent with the general characteristics of the regular and anomalous H i kinematics as shown in Fig. 1a . This figure clearly shows that, in general, it should be the lower-amplitude component (anomalous H i) that lies closest to the systemic velocity while the larger-amplitude component (regular H i) is further removed. Such line profiles (Figs. 3c, d) were entirely rejected.
(iii) In the case that a line profile had only one fitted component satisfying the line-strength criterion, that component was placed into the regular H i cube. This is based on the assumption that the regular H i is more intense than the anomalous H i. Major-axis position velocity slices extracted from the final versions of regular and anomalous H i data cubes are shown in Figs. 1b, c. These slices show the regular and anomalous H i components to be neatly separated from one another. The structure of the slice from the regular cube is typical of a circularly-rotating, thin H i disc. The slice extracted from the anomalous H i cube is typically beard-like, suggesting an extra-planar H i distribution.
H i DATA PRODUCTS
Having decomposed the THINGS H i data cube into separate subsets containing the emission from the regular and anomalous H i mass components in NGC 3521, this section presents a set of standard H i data products for each data cube.
Channel maps
Channel maps of the THINGS H i data cube are shown in Fig. 4 . In each channel the regular and anomalous H i is roughly delimited by blue-dashed and red-dotted contours, respectively ‡ . In order to generate the contours, the regular and anomalous H i data cubes were smoothed down to a spatial resolution of ∼ 45 arcsec. In these smoothed cubes the blue-dashed and red-dotted contours represent H i column density levels of ∼ 9 × 10 18 and 3 × 10 18 cm −2 , respectively. In the channel maps, the contours clearly show the anomalous H i to dynamically lag the regular H i.
Global profiles
The flux within each channel of the regular and anomalous H i data cubes was summed to produce a global profile for each H i mass component, shown in Fig regular and anomalous H i components were not identified at every position within the galaxy, the combined flux from the regular and anomalous cubes is expected to underestimate the total galaxy flux contained in the original THINGS data cube. To correct for this the global profiles were scaled to yield a combined total H i flux SHI = 297.2 Jy km s −1 as given by Walter et al. (2008) for the full THINGS cube. Adopting the corresponding total H i mass of 8.02 × 10 9 M (for a distance of 10.7 Mpc), the masses of the regular and anomalous H i components in NGC 3521 are M reg HI = 6.4 × 10 9 M and M anom HI = 1.5 × 10 9 M , respectively. Thus, the anomalous H i constitutes 20 per cent of the total H i mass.
H i total intensity
The H i total intensity maps for the regular and anomalous H i cubes are shown in Figs. 6a, b. In all maps the blank pixels mark the positions of H i line profiles for which regular and/or anomalous H i components could not be unambiguously identified according to the set of criteria given in Section 3. The blank regions are therefore not necessarily indicative of a lack of a particular H i component, but rather a lack of clear evidence therefor. Azimuthally-averaged H i column densities for the regular and anomalous H i mass components are shown as a function of radius in Fig. 7 .
The ratio of the two maps H i total intensity maps ( Fig. 6c ) shows the mass in anomalous H i to typically be less than half of the mass in regular H i. However, there are regions in the galaxy where the mass in anomalous H i is as much as 75 -100 per cent of the mass in regular H i.
For comparison to the H i maps, Fig. 6d shows a Widefield Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE, Wright et al. 2010) 12 µm image of the galaxy taken from the WISE Enhanced Resolution Galaxy Atlas (Jarrett et al. 2013 ). The bulk of the regular H i mass in NGC 3521 is clearly coincident with the stellar disc.
Velocity fields
Traditional intensity-weighted-mean H i velocity fields approximate the line-of-sight velocities as the 1st-order moments of the line profiles. For NGC 3521 with its asymmetric H i line profiles, such a velocity parameterisation would not reliably represent the complex kinematics of the galaxy.
Because the velocity fields presented here were derived using robust parameterisations of the line profiles, they are expected to represent the true H i kinematics of the galaxy much more accurately and reliably. Figures 8a and b show the velocity fields extracted from the regular and anomalous H i data cubes, respectively. The former velocity field is clearly representative of a differentially rotating disc. The high degree of symmetry in the iso-velocity contours about the major axis of the galaxy suggests the disc to be dominated by regular circular rotation. The lack of any "S-shaped" contours provides strong evi- dence against the presence of a strong line-of-sight warp in the H i disc. The closed contours are indicative of a slightly declining outer rotation curve.
Despite having a low filling factor, the velocity field for anomalous H i data cube is also representative of a differentially rotating disc. With exactly the same colour scale being used for Figs. 8a and b, it is clear that this velocity field represents a slow-rotating H i component.
For each H i line profile, the deviation velocity V dev can be defined as the difference between the parameterised lineof-sight velocities of the regular and anomalous H i components. The deviation velocity field generated by subtracting the anomalous H i velocity field from the regular H i velocity field is shown in Fig. 8c . In the southern portion of the map there is a large stripe of coherent residuals in the range 50 km s −1 V dev 100 km s −1 extending from the centre of the galaxy all the way to its edge. This feature spatially coincides with the anomalous H i emission seen in the channel maps at a heliocentric velocity V hel ∼ 716.9 km s −1
(represented by red contours in Fig. 8c ). It does not co- incide with the extended stripe of high-intensity emission seen in the south-western portion of the regular H i total intensity map (Fig. 6a) . In the northern half of the galaxy there is a ring of coherent residuals in the range −150 km s −1 V dev −100 km s −1 . Both this feature and the stripe in the south seem to occur at locations in the galaxy where the anomalous H i constitutes less than ∼ 20 per cent of the total flux in an H i line profile. Figure 9 shows the distribution of anomalous H i mass as a function of absolute deviation velocity |V dev |. Approximately 80 per cent (1.2 × 10 9 M ) of the anomalous H i mass in NGC 3521 has a rotation speed that is less than 100 km s −1 deviant from the rotation speed of the regular H i in the thin disc. Roughly 60 per cent of the anomalous H i is 25 -75 km s −1 deviant.
DYNAMICAL MODELLING
This section aims to describe and present two sets of dynamical models derived for each of the regular and anomalous H i components in NGC 3521. Tilted ring models were fitted to the velocity fields, yielding rotation curves. The rotation curves were subsequently used to generate full threedimensional models for each of the regular and anomalous H i data cubes in order to quantify the distribution of the H i mass.
Tilted ring modelling
One of the standard methods of producing a rotation curve for a galaxy disc involves modelling the velocity field as a set of concentric rings within which the gas moves on circular orbits -the so-called tilted ring model (Rogstad et al. 1974 ). The clear signatures of circular rotation seen in the H i velocity fields of NGC 3521 make them well suited to tilted-ring modelling. Most generally, each tilted ring is defined by a set of parameters: central coordinates Xc and Yc, inclination i, po- sition angle P A (in the sky plane ‡ ), systemic velocity Vsys and Vexp and Vrot which are the respective expansion and rotation speeds of the material moving within the ring. A least-squares fit of the following function is made to the velocity field:
where V los is the heliocentric line-of-sight velocity, x and y are rectangular coordinates on the sky and θ is the angle from the major axis in the galaxy plane. θ is related to the position angle P A in the sky plane by
where R is the radius of the ring in the galaxy plane. ‡ Measured anti-clockwise from north to the receding semi-major axis.
Method
The Groningen Image Processing SYstem (gipsy, van der Hulst et al. 1992) task rotcur (Begeman 1987 ) was used to fit tilted ring models to the regular and anomalous H i velocity fields. Rings of width ∆R = 15 arcsec were used to ensure that adjacent rings were largely independent of one another. When fitting Eqn. 1 to the data, each datum was weighted by | cos θ| so that points closer to the major axes hold more weight. All points within 10
• of either side of the minor axes were excluded from the fit. Both sides of the galaxy were used for the fitting. The tilted ring models were fitted in an iterative fashion. Given that the photometric and dynamical centres of NGC 3521 are expected to lie close to one another , the centre positions of the rings were always fixed to the dynamical centre position of the galaxy (given in Section 1). In all runs Vsys = 798.2 km s −1 was fixed.
Results
The first iteration carried out for the regular H i velocity field had i, P A, Vexp and Vrot freely varying with radius. Fig. 10d) . The radial runs of P A and i generated for the regular H i velocity field (blue-filled curves in Figs. 10a, b) were applied to the anomalous H i velocity field in order to generate Vexp and Vrot radial profiles (red-filled triangles in Figs. 10c, d ). In terms of circular rotation speed, the models show the anomalous H i to lag the regular H i at all radii. The largest lag of ∼ 120 km s −1 occurs near the knee of the rotation curve (R ∼ 100 arcsec, Fig. 10e ). Beyond the knee the two rotation curves begin to converge but are still always separated by ∼ 25 -100 km s −1 . The anomalous H i in NGC 3521 is clearly a slow-rotating component -lagging the rotation of the thin H i disc.
For radii R 275 arcsec the expansion velocities for both tilted ring models are roughly similar, and are suggestive of radial inflows at the level of 0 -10 km s −1 (cf. Wong et al. 2004 ). The expansion velocities for the two models largely diverge for radii R 275 arcsec. This radius marks the approximate edge of the stellar disc, and is shown as an ellipse in Fig. 6d .
Residuals
The tilted ring models were converted into velocity fields which were subtracted from the data to produce residual velocity fields. These fields for the regular and anomalous H i velocity fields are shown in Fig. 11a and Fig. 11c , respectively. The majority of the regular H i residual velocities lie in the range −10 km s −1 V resid 10 km s −1 , suggesting the tilted ring model to be a good fit to the data. The residuals in the outer disc are noticeably larger; up to |V resid | 20 km s −1 in magnitude. However, compared to the typical rotation speed of the outer disc, the residuals are relatively small. Figure 11b is a map, for the regular H i velocity field, showing the ratio of the absolute residual velocities to the corresponding circular velocities (Vrot, according to the titled ring model). Even the largest absolute residual velocities are less than ∼ 20 per cent of the circular rotation speed. In fact, over the vast majority of the disc the absolute residuals are less than ∼ 5 -10 per cent of the circular rotation speed.
The situation is slightly different for the anomalous H i tilted ring model. Figure 11c shows it to have the largest residual velocities (|V resid | ∼ 20 -30 km s −1 ) occurring at inner radii, with smaller residuals (|V resid | 10 km s −1 ) in the outer disc. Figure 11d shows the residual velocities in the outer disc to be a factor of ∼ 10 smaller than the rotation speed of the anomalous H i. At inner radii, the residual velocities are ∼ 20 -40 per cent the magnitude of the rotation speed. 
Three-dimensional modelling
While the tilted ring models strongly suggest the anomalous H i in NGC 3521 to be a slow-rotating component, they provide no insight into its possible distribution. Threedimensional models of the H i data cubes can be used to check if the anomalous H i is contained in a thin disc or whether its more likely distributed in a thick disc or halo. Furthermore, they allow the results of the tilted ring models to be directly compared to the H i data cubes, rather than simply the H i velocity fields. This section is dedicated to producing separate three-dimensional models of the regular and anomalous H i data cubes, combining them and comparing the resulting cube to the observations.
Method
The gipsy task galmod was used to generate threedimensional model cubes. Assuming axisymmetry, the routine distributes 'H i clouds' into a set of tilted rings. The orientation parameters of each ring must be provided as well as the rotation velocity, velocity dispersion and column density of the H i within the ring. For each H i cloud placed in a ring, a velocity profile around the position of the cloud is built using the systemic and rotation velocities of the tilted ring.
Separate models were produced for each of the regular and anomalous H i data cubes. The H i surface density profiles shown in Fig. 7 were used together with the boxcar smoothed P A and i profiles shown in Figs. 10a and b (solid  blue curves) . Only circular velocities were modelled using the rotation curves derived in Section 5.1 (Fig. 10d ). An H i velocity dispersion of 10 km s −1 was used for all models together with a systemic velocity Vsys = 798.2 km s −1 .
As was done for the tilted ring models, the centre positions of the rings were fixed to the dynamical centre position of the galaxy. A Gaussian profile was used for the H i density distribution in the direction perpendicular to the plane of the rings. For the model of the regular H i a constant scaleheight of ∼ 260 pc was used. No flaring of the H i disc at outer radii was incorporated.
Results
Having generated separate models for the regular and anomalous H i data cubes, they were added together to produce a final combined model cube to compare to the observations. Figure 12 shows the modelling results in the form of position-velocity slices extracted parallel, perpendicular and at 45 degrees to the major axis of the H i disc (rows 1, 2 and 3). A data-model pair is presented for each slice.
The main characteristics of the regular H i are easily reproduced by a simple thin-disc model. However, no thin-disc models can reproduce the observed spatial and spectral distribution of the anomalous H i. Only models incorporating an H i scale-height of ∼ 3 -4 kpc can match the characteris-tics of the data. A scale-height of 3.5 kpc for the anomalous H i was used to generate the model shown in Fig. 12 . The model cubes are axisymmetric by construction, and therefore cannot match the kinematic asymmetry of the galaxy. Nevertheless, they successfully reproduce the main features of the observations. In each of the position-velocity slices shown in Fig. 12 , the anomalous H i in the model cubes shows up as diffuse emission that is noticeably separated from the high-concentration emission from the H i disc.
The models presented in this work treat the anomalous H i as being smoothly distributed in a thick disc with no vertical gradient in its rotation speed. This simplifying assumption yields a velocity gap between the regular and anomalous H i components, as clearly seen in position-velocity slices extracted parallel to the major axis of the galaxy. In Fig. 12 1d the gap is roughly delimited by a white ellipse. In reality there is expected to be a vertical velocity gradient in the rotation speed of the halo -the inner halo rotates faster than the outer halo (e.g. Oosterloo et al. 2007 ), leading to a filling-in of the velocity gap seen in the position-velocity slices extracted from the models. The lack of a velocity gap in panels 1a, c and e in Fig. 12 provides observational evidence for a vertical gradient in the rotation speed of the halo of NGC 3521.
The fact that the simple models presented in this work do a good job of reproducing the main features of the observations demonstrates two things about the anomalous H i:
(i) It is not co-rotating with the thin H i disc (ii) It is not distributed in a thin H i disc; it has to be extra-planar.
These findings alone paint a picture of a galaxy with the bulk of its H i mass residing in a thin H i disc, yet with a sizeable fraction of it distributed in a diffuse, slow-rotating halo.
ORIGIN OF ANOMALOUS H i
There are two main, generally accepted, mechanisms by which gas can enter the halo of a galaxy.
Galactic fountain
Galactic fountains (Shapiro & Field 1976 ) play a major role in building up a galaxy's halo. In this model, star formation ejects gas from the disc of the galaxy. The material moves into the halo, cools and subsequently rains back down onto the disc. Edge-on galaxies for which the extra-planar H i can be directly observed (e.g. NGC 891) often show it to be concentrated close to the stellar disc. Fraternali & Binney (2006) generate models capable of reproducing the observed vertical distribution of extra-planar gas in NGC 891 for an energy input corresponding to a small fraction of the energy released by supernovae. Given that NGC 3521 and NGC 891 have comparable star formation rates of 3.3 M yr −1 and 3.8 M yr −1 (Popescu et al. 2004) as well comparable sizes, asymptotic circular velocities and halo masses, it may be the case that a galactic fountain is responsible for most of the gas in the halo of NGC 3521.
Boomsma et al. (2008) carry out an extensive study of the high-velocity H i the detect in NGC 6946. They present Figure 13 . Position-velocity slice extracted parallel to the major axis of the galaxy in the de-rotated H i cube. More precisely, major axis position-velocity slices were extracted at each point on the minor axis and summed together to produce the image shown here. The broad band of de-rotated H i emission at V dev = 0 km s −1 corresponds to the thin H i disc in NGC 3521. The remaining emission in the range -100 km s −1 V dev 100 km s −1 is the anomalous H i. The white curve represents the stripintegrated 12 µm emission (in arbitrary units). The vertical dashed lines mark the radius containing 90 per cent of the 12 µm emission; R 90 = 189 arcsec. Clearly evident is the fact that the vast majority of anomalous H i in NGC 3521 is spatially coincident with the inner regions of the disc where the star formation is highest.
a very effective method that demonstrates the anomalous H i in NGC 6946 to be related to stellar feedback. Their technique is applied here to the case of NGC 3521. The method involves de-rotating the H i data cube so that all of the regular H i lies at the systemic velocity. Each line profile in the NGC 3521 cube with parameterised regular and anomalous H i components was shifted to place the regular H i component at the systemic velocity (798.2 km s −1 ). As Boomsma et al. (2008) explain, this removes the systematic motion (disc rotation) and results in a data cube where the third axis is no longer a heliocentric velocity axis, but rather a deviation velocity (V dev ) axis.
Position-velocity slices aligned parallel to the major axis of the de-rotated galaxy were extracted at each position along the minor axis and summed together. The resulting integrated position-velocity slice is shown in Fig. 13 . The broad band of de-rotated H i at V dev = 0 km s −1 corresponds to the thin H i disc in NGC 3521. Most of the anomalous H i lies in the range -100 km s −1 V dev 100 km s −1 (as already shown in Sec. 4.4) and occurs at galactocentric radii R 250 arcsec. To compare the radial distribution of anomalous H i in NGC 3521 to the star formation, emission in the WISE 12 µm image of the galaxy (Fig. 6d) was also strip-integrated along the minor axis. Jarrett et al. (2013) explain how the 12 µm data are "sensitive to polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon emission arising from the photon-dominated regions located at the boundaries of H ii regions and molecular clouds". The 12 µm emission is therefore closely linked to the star formation activity. The strip-integrated 12 µm emission of NGC 3521 is shown as a white curve in Fig. 13 . The vertical dashed lines in Fig. 13 represent the radius containing 90 per cent of the 12 µm emission; R90 = 189 arcsec. This radius is marked with a white ellipse in Fig. 6d . Figure 13 clearly shows the vast majority of anomalous H i in NGC 3521 to be spatially coincident with the inner regions of the disc where the star formation is highest. This finding provides strongly suggestive evidence for the anomalous H i in the halo of NGC 3521 having been driven out of the disc by stellar feedback.
Accretion from intergalactic medium
Although they play a main role, galactic fountains cannot account for all of the observed properties of extra-planar gas in galaxies. Accretion of cold gas from the intergalactic medium (IGM) is also known to contribute to the gas content of galaxy halos. The presence of halo structures with very high kinetic energy requirements ( 10 4 supernovae) suggest them to originate externally . Furthermore, the material is oftentimes observed not to be dynamically linked to the disc. Estimates for accretion rates vary from roughly 10 -100 per cent the star formation rate of spiral galaxies Fraternali & Binney 2006) . Some of the halo gas in NGC 3521 would have originated in the IGM.
DISCUSSION
The various models of NGC 3521 presented in this work suggest the anomalous H i emission in the galaxy to be distributed in a diffuse, slow-rotating halo with a thickness of a few kpc. Although this sort of scenario may seem extreme, the findings presented here are by no means unique to this galaxy. Dynamical H i studies of other nearby late-type galaxies have revealed similar results. Fraternali et al. (2001) use VLA H i observations of the nearby spiral galaxy NGC 2403 to demonstrate the presence of a faint, extended and kinematically anomalous component. They estimate the mass of the anomalous component to be MHI ∼ 3 × 10 8 M , about 10 per cent of the total H i mass. They also generate a velocity field and rotation curve for the anomalous H i, showing it to lag the circular rotation speed of the thin disc by 25 -50 km s −1 . Fraternali et al. (2001) suggest the anomalous H i to lie in a thick and clumpy H i layer characterised by slower rotation and inflow motion toward the centre of the galaxy.
In the edge-on galaxy NGC 891, deep H i observations presented by Oosterloo et al. (2007) reveal the presence of a huge gaseous halo (MHI ∼ 1.2 × 10 9 M ) containing almost 30 per cent of the H i and extending vertically as far as 22 kpc. The overall kinematics of the halo gas are characterised by differential rotation lagging with respect to that of the disc. Swaters et al. (1997) show the halo gas to rotate 25 -100 km s −1 more slowly than the gas in the plane -very similar to the result for NGC 3521 presented in this work. Boomsma et al. (2008) use very deep 21 cm observations from the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope to study the distribution and kinematics of the neutral gas in NGC 6946. They detect high-velocity H i (up to ∼ 100 km s −1 ) which they conclude to be extra-planar. The overall kinematics of the anomalous gas is characterised by slow rotation (relative to the thin H i disc). The authors provide very compelling evidence for the amount of H i mass missing from holes in the H i disc to be comparable to the mass of high-velocity H i in the halo, supporting their hypothesis that the two phenomena are related by means of a galactic fountain.
For the moderately inclined spiral galaxy NGC 2997, Hess et al. (2009) find evidence for a galactic fountain as well as accretion of material from the IGM. They show the galaxy to have a slow-rotating, thick HI disc consisting of 16 -17 per cent of the total H i mass, and with a vertical velocity gradient of 18 -31 km s −1 kpc −1 . The authors estimate a lower limit of 1.2 M yr −1 for the accretion rate of material from the IGM. Gentile et al. (2013) obtain deep H i observations of the spiral galaxy NGC 3198 as part of the Westerbork Accretion in LOcal GAlaxieS survey (HALOGAS, Heald et al. 2011 ). They present a best-fitting model of the data featuring a thick H i disc with a scale-height of ∼ 3 kpc and an H i mass of about 15 per cent of the total H i mass (MHI = 1.08 × 10 10 M ). They show the thick H i layer to be not only slow-rotating, but to decrease in rotation speed with height at a rate of roughly 7 -15 km s −1 kpc −1 .
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
NGC 3521 is a galaxy consisting of two dynamically distinct H i components. Channel maps and position-velocity slices extracted from the data cube provide clear evidence for an anomalous H i component that is both diffuse and slow-rotating. The focus of this paper has been to decompose the data cube into its regular and anomalous H i components so that each may be individually modelled and its properties quantified.
Parameterising the H i line profiles in the cube as a twocomponent Gaussian allowed for a set of simple criteria to be used to identify the regular and anomalous H i components. The mass of all the anomalous H i in the galaxy is estimated to be ∼ 1.5 × 10 9 M -approximately 20 per cent of the total H i mass. This is similar to the estimated masses of anomalous H i components seen in other nearby galaxies. A set of standard H i data products have been produced for each of the regular and anomalous mass components. Throughout the galaxy, the H i total intensity maps show the anomalous H i to typically constitute less than ∼ 30 per cent of the total flux in a line profile. The velocity fields of both H i components are indicative of circular rotation.
Tilted ring models were fitted to the velocity fields in order to derive a rotation curve for each H i component. The results strongly suggest the anomalous H i to be lagging the rotation speed of the regular H i by 25 -100 km s −1 throughout most of the galaxy. The tilted ring models were converted into three-dimensional models of the H i data cubes in order to study the distribution of the regular and anomalous H i. While thin-disc models for the regular H i are able to match the observations, the anomalous H i clearly needs to be distributed in a much thicker layer. Models with a disc scale-height of ∼ 3 -4 kpc for the anomalous H i are able to reproduce many of the main features seen in positionvelocity slices.
The anomalous H i in NGC 3521 is most likely a slowrotating mass component residing in the halo of the galaxy. The various results presented in this work are very similar to those presented by Oosterloo et al. (2007) and Swaters et al. (1997) who infer the presence of a galactic fountain in the edge-on galaxy NGC 891. The distribution of anomalous H i in NGC 3521 is shown to be spatially coincident with the inner regions of the disc where the star formation rate is highest. This provides strong evidence for a link between stellar feedback and the anomalous halo gas. Some of the halo gas is also expected to be accreted from the intergalactic medium (IGM), yet no direct evidence is provided in this work for the presence of material originating from outside of the galaxy system.
